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If in doubt…get a land man!!!!!!
▪ Nevada Landsmen's 

Association

▪ www.nvlandman.org

▪ Yes, this document is long…but 

consists of step-by-step demos 

and flows quickly

▪ NOTE: THIS IS NOT LEGAL 

ADVICE AND WE ARE NOT 

LAND MEN
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Mineral Rights!
➢Mineral rights include oil, gas, geothermal, metals, and 

industrial minerals.

➢How you want to approach this depends on how important it 

is for you to figure out the mineral rights on your property.  It 

will take time and money.

➢Bottom Line:

➢The devil is in the details and unfortunately the details are at the 

recorder’s office. (Mike Visher quote)
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Mineral Rights!
➢Basically, what needs to happen is that every deed that has ever been drawn up for 

this property needs to be tracked down.  

➢The reason for this is that say Joe purchased the property from the government and 
with it he received 100% of the mineral rights.  Then Joe sold it to Sam but only sold 
(or conveyed) Sam 50% of the mineral rights.  Sam dies but he has 8 kids who all 
receive 1/8 of that 50%.  Then you buy the property from one of Sam’s kids who sells 
you 100% of his mineral rights now you only have 6.25% of the mineral rights on that 
property.  The other 8 people still have their mineral rights (You have 6.25%, Joe has 
50% and the other 7 kids each has 6.25%).  This doesn’t even include what can 
happen if one of these kids got a divorce and their other half took half, or if they 
passed and their 3 kids all got a percentage.  As you can see this can get REALLY 
messy.  

➢Therefore, a detailed record of ownership history needs to be tracked down to make 
sure that nobody else has retained any part of the mineral right historically.  

➢While you can look some of this up online most county web sites only go back 10-15 
years max!!  

➢Title companies do this kind of research when it comes to buying a home, but it is 
suggested that you get a land man to do this research for you.  Land men are more 
familiar with the minerals industry and how these sorts of things work.  You can visit 
this website http://nvlandman.org/ and either look at their sponsors list or contact them 
to ask for a listing of available land men (keep in mind travel is where you will incur the 
most cost so finding someone local is advised).  

➢The Recorders and Assessors office should be used to (especially in Elko County) 
answering these questions.  If you tell them what you are looking for (starting with the 
deeds, they should be able to help you).  The deeds will tell you historic owners and 
once you have that you can go back and look for any other recorded documents that 
those owners may have (hopefully) recorded.
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Mineral Rights!

➢One can see if mineral rights went with the property when it was 

originally conveyed from the government and sometimes can “easily” 

trace the deeds online.

➢The importance of figuring out whether mineral rights went with the 

property or were reserved during the original conveyance is important 

because if they were reserved (or mineral rights did not come with 

the property originally) then there is no reason to continue because 

the property never had mineral rights to begin with.

➢We will walk through a couple examples of how to look at this data.
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What you will need
1. A Map with the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) either 

in a desktop version of Arc products or an online map 

product.  For this example, we will be using the Nevada 

Division of Minerals Open Data Site, Mining Claims Page:

https://data-ndom.opendata.arcgis.com/pages/mining-claims

1. The location of the area of interest
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PLSS - Township, Range, & Section
▪ If you zoom into the area you are 

interested in the township, range, 
and section will appear.  

▪ Townships are divided into 36 
sections each being 1 square mile.

▪ The numbering starts in the top 
right-hand, or northeast corner of 
the township then increases to the 
left and down in an “S” formation.  
sections are always numbered in 
this order…this NEVER changes. 

▪ In the diagram to the right the green 
box is referring to township 9 south 
(T.9.S.), range 5 east (R. 5. E.), 
section 7.  Or T9S R5E S7.  

▪ Each section is broken down into 
quarter sections which are 160 
acres (NE, NW, SE, SW) and 
quarter-quarter Sections which are 
40 acres (so in the SW quarter we 
have SWNE, SWNE, SWNE, and 
SWNE).   
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This is a sample plat map.  This is a great resource when trying to read MTP’s. 
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Map Navigation Demo

▪ First, navigate to the area or 
site of interest.

▪ You can do this three different 
ways:
1. Manually navigate using the 

mouse

2. Enter coordinates using the 
“XYZ” tool in the interactive 
map or zoom to XY tool in 
ArcMap/ArcPro

▪ Select the “XYZ” widget

▪ Select format of coordinates you 
wish to use

▪ Enter values into appropriate 
boxes

3. Enter the PLSS description 
into the search bar in the 
top right-hand corner of the 
map

▪ From drop down select “Search 
Township, Range, Section”

▪ Enter PLSS description in proper 
format 
▪ T18N R35E S 1 = 

0180N0350E001
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Let's set the stage

➢Question: Do the mineral rights exist on a private parcel?

➢Parcel number 003-770-13 in Pershing County.

➢First stop, Pershing County Real Property Inquiry, location 
information can be obtained from the assessor's page using the 
parcel number.

➢Remember, one can see if mineral rights went with the property 
when it was originally conveyed from the government. If the 
original conveyance is old this will be as far as we can go online. 
Older patents require a trip to the county recorders office, of the 
county in which the property is located to review all deeds that 
have ever been drawn up on the parcel of interest. THESE 
DEEDS CAN ONLY BE FOUND AT THE RECORDERS 
OFFICE.

➢Again, knowing whether the property had mineral rights in the 
first place can save time and possibly money, so you don’t end 
up searching for something that was never there in the first 
place.
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➢We can use NDOM’s mining claims page to get a direct link to each 

counties Real Property, Interactive Map (if available), PDF Parcel 

Maps (if available), and Recorders Office.
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➢This is the home page of the Pershing County Property Inquiry page. 

We will enter the parcel number into the appropriate box and select 

search.
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➢This page will render and on it we can find location information, 

which will take us to our next step. We need the township, range and 

section information.
T = Township R = Range Sec = Section

Township 27 Range 28 Section 13 in Pershing county
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➢We will come back to the NDOM mining claims map and start zooming in 
on Pershing county. The red squares with the red numbers in the middle 
are the township and ranges, the blue squares are sections within the 
township and ranges. Notice how the township numbers increase as you 
move north, and the range numbers increase as you move east.

Township 25N

Township 26N

Township 27N

Township 28N

Township 29N

Range 26E Range 27E Range 28E Range 29E Range 30E Range 31E
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Nevada located within the 

Mt. Diablo Meridian

Township 1N of 

the Mt. Diablo Base Line

Township 1S of 

the Mt. Diablo Base Line

Township 46N of 

the Mt. Diablo Base Line

Township 33S of 

the Mt. Diablo Base Line

Range 1 to the east of 

the Mt. Diablo Meridian

Range 70 to the east of 

the Mt. Diablo Meridian
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➢We will come back to the NDOM mining claims map and start zooming in on 
Pershing county and navigate to 27N 28E Section 13 and we will click in the center 
of the section, on top of the section number, to bring up the following popup. We 
will click on the “Click Here” because we want to view the BLM Land Records 
associated with this Township and Range. The land records hold the answer to our 
question.
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➢That will bring us to this page. We will click on the MTPU link (MTP = 

Master Title Plat).
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➢We will go look at what is going on in Section 13. We can see a number 

on the bottom. This number is referring to a patent number the D/C is 

referring to a reservation set forth for Ditches and Canals. Note the patent 

number and press the back arrow to return to the land records page. 

944731

D/C
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➢We will click on the GLO Records option to go to the General Land 

Office Records page.



You can run 

individual 

searches if 

you click on 

the links 

listed on the 

right, but we 

will scroll 

down to use 

a tool that 

automatically 

searches 

them all!
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➢We will use the “Land Catalog” so if we click on the link.
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➢We are redirected to this screen.  Enter the State, then Township and 

Range, then select the section you want to research.
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24
➢And it will automatically zoom to the section. Since we are looking for 

a patent, we will select the patent tab. 
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➢Which will take us here and behold…the same patent number we 

noted on the MTP. Click on the link.
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➢And here is the answer we have been looking for. Mineral 
Reservations…NO! So mineral rights were conveyed with the parcel. 
The US reservation is referring to the D/C we saw. You can view and 
download the original patent document by clicking on the “Patent Image” 
tab.
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➢And here is the patent document.



What now?
▪ From this point forward, which in this case is 1924, every 

deed that has ever been drawn up on this parcel or later 
division within must be reviewed.

▪ Deeds can be obtained ONLY AT THE COUNTY 
RECORDERS OFFICE! This probably will require a physical 
visit, as most recorders offices don’t have all documents 
available to access online…yet!

▪ If there is NO mention of mineral reservations in a deed, then 
the mineral rights went with the property.

▪ If a reservation of mineral rights was made it would be 
explicitly called out in the deed.
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Let's set the stage
➢Question: My grandparents left me these patented mining 

claims, but I don’t know where they are located and I’m 

wondering if I also own all the mineral rights?

➢Parcel number 015-331-15 in Lyon County, property name is 

“Dewey”.

➢First stop, Lyon County Real Property Inquiry, location 

information can be obtained from the assessor's page using 

the parcel number.
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➢Let us once again use the NDOM open data site to link to the Lyon 

County Assessors office search page. Click on the link.
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➢And we will be brought to this page. We will enter the APN into the 

correct box and hit search.

➢The information on the parcel will display. Note the Pat #, every patented 

mining claim has a 4-digit mineral survey number or basically a patent 

number that can be used to look up additional information. We can also view 

the county plat map by clicking on the link.
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➢And here is a map showing 
the location of the claim. 

➢The APN is 015-331-15, note 
the number 15 circled in red, 
which is a patented mining 
claim with a MS (mineral 
survey number) of 2206, and 
who’s name is Dewey.

➢You could go back to the 
mining claims page, turn all 
layers off and print a blank 
map off on which you could 
draw in the location of your 
claim based off this map since 
the township, range and 
section are shown!

Section Corner
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➢ But we need a little bit more information, so we know how far back we need to track deeds. Plat maps 
are not available for all counties. So, we are going to look at another way to get maps and information 
on patented mining claims. We will zoom into our area of interest. We can do this by zooming into the 
township, range, and section of interest using our mouse, or we can enter the township, range, and 
section into the search box using the same format shown here on this screen.

➢ I have turned all the layers off here to show you a blank map. Note the outline of the claim block in 
section 6, you could draw the claims from the other map into this outline.
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➢ I have turned all the layers back on, and we are going to click on the polygon surrounding 

our area of interest which represents a historic mining district. Towards the bottom of this 

pop-up, you will see links to mineral connection sheets. We will click on the link.
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➢Which will take us to this page, where we will click on the link to the mineral connection 

sheet for the township, range, and section we are interested in (in this example there is 

only one, in other places there are many).
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➢ And here is a mineral 
connection sheet.

➢ Notice the MS number is 
presented with every 
claim as well as all claim 
outlines, and the outline 
of the section.

➢ Again, you can use this 
to transpose the claims 
onto a blank map.

➢ Side note…all parcel 
boundaries should be 
professionally 
surveyed. Do not 
assume these maps 
are completely correct.

➢ So now that we have 
two ways to see where 
the claim is located and 
to find the mineral 
survey, we can now find 
our final answer as to 
when was this claim 
patented.

➢ Click the back arrow to 
return to the previous 
page.

Section Boundary

Section = 1 mi2

Section Number 

located in the center 

of the section

The Dewey Claim
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➢We can now look for the Mineral Survey Plats using the MS number. Type the MS survey 

into the appropriate box and then hit find. If a plat exists, it will show up at the bottom of 

the screen along with the approved or patent date. And here is our answer 12/27/1904.



38➢And here is the plat of the Dewey claim.



What now?
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▪ From this point forward, which in this case is 1906, every 
deed that has ever been drawn up on this parcel or later 
division within must be reviewed.

▪ Deeds can be obtained ONLY AT THE COUNTY 
RECORDERS OFFICE! This probably will require a physical 
visit, as most recorders offices don’t have all documents 
available to access online…yet!

▪ If there is NO mention of mineral reservations in a deed, then 
the mineral rights went with the property.

▪ If a reservation of mineral rights was made it would be 
explicitly called out in the deed.



Let's set the stage
➢Question: Do the mineral rights exist on a private parcel?

➢Parcel number 015-080-12 in Pershing County.

➢First stop, Pershing County Real Property Inquiry, location 

information can be obtained from the assessor's page using 

the parcel number.
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➢Enter the parcel number and select search. 41



➢Click on “Assessor Descriptions” to view the PLSS description
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➢Let's go to the “Nevada Mining Claim Listings” map and enter the PLSS 
description into the search box to zoom to the parcel, we can see the surface 
management of the parcel is private, as we would expect.
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➢But when we turn mining claims per section on, we can see that there are 

claims staked within the section, between 11 and 30.

➢If a claim is staked entirely on private property in which there are no 

mineral reservations to the US that claim is not valid.

➢When a claim is 
state that is 
partially on BLM 
and partially on 
private property in 
which there are no 
mineral 
reservations to the 
US only the part of 
the claim falling on 
public lands open 
for entry is valid.

➢So, let’s see what's 
going on here!

➢Click towards the 
center of the 
section so we can 
view the MTP.
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➢Click on MTP to view the master title plat map.
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152

➢Section 9 is pretty clean but there is a serial number bottom-center.  Three-

digit serial numbers placed here are normally railroad patents, which may or 

may not have had mineral reservations.  Let's review the historical index.
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➢Click on HI to view the Historical Index.
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➢ We find our serial number listed towards the top and the kind of entry or purpose is noted as RRG 

Pat.

➢ You can visit the URL shown on the screen to view the BLM Glossary for decoding BLM 

abbreviations.  RRG = Railroad Patent

➢ Now we will go look at the specifics for this patented.

06/12/1902
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➢So again, from this screen we will select “GLO (General Land Office) 

records”.
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You can run 

individual 

searches if 

you click on 

the links 

listed on the 

right, but we 

will scroll 

down to use 

a tool that 

automatically 

searches 

them all!
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➢We will use the “Land Catalog” so if we click on the link.
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➢We are redirected to this screen.  Enter the State, then Township and 

Range, then select the section you want to research.
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➢The map will zoom to the area of interest, and a ribbon will populate 

along the upper left-hand corner of the map.

➢The ribbon contains the documents we are looking for so let's select 

“Patents”.
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➢When we do the following will appear, if there are any patents in the 
area.

➢We can see this is a Railroad Patent, with 152 as the document 
number and 6/12/1902 as the patent date.  This is the record we are 
looking for.

➢Click on the link under “Accession”
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➢ And we will be redirected to this page which lists some pertinent information including the BLM Serial 

Number, PLSS descriptions of lands involved in this patent, ALONG WITH MINERAL 

RESERVATIONS!!!  

➢ Let's click on “Patent Image” to review the document which should say something about the 

reservations.
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➢The image is not here, but that’s alright!!  We have another place to check.  

➢Click on CDI (Control Document Index Records) 56



➢We are redirected to this page, and if we click on “CDI Image”
57



➢The document will appear.  Click on “PDF” to generate the document then click 

download.
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➢ And when one reviews the document, the reservation is stated. Note, sometimes it took years for

these lands to be granted. What the document says is that the owner has all surface and mineral

rights to lands that are not mineral in character. Land that is, or is found to be, mineral in character

are not included in the patent. The grantee would only obtain mineral rights to lands mineral in

character IF the latter were discovered after the land was conveyed.

“Now Know Ye, that the United States of America in consideration of the premises and pursuant to the said acts 

of Congress have given and granted and by these presents do give and grant unto the said Central Pacific Rail-

Way Company and to its assigns the tracts of land listed as aforesaid and described in the foregoing, yet 

excluding and excepting from the transfer by these presents “All Mineral Lands” should any such be found to 

exist in the tracts described in the foregoing, but this exclusion and exception according to the terms of the 

Statute “shall not be construed to include coal and iron lands.””
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Split Estate
Split estates occur when there are mineral reservations either held by the 
government or another individual or entity.

Mining Law, Maley 1985”

“Lands patented under the Stockraising Homestead Law or other land disposal 
laws that reserved locatable minerals to the United States are subject to mineral 
location.  The effect of the mineral reservation in the patent is to separate the 
land into a surface estate and a mineral estate.  The mineral estate is subject to 
location under the general mining laws in the same manner as are vacant, 
unappropriated public lands.  However, the surface owner is entitled to 
compensation for any damage resulting from exploration or mining.”

AEMA Short Course Document, Parsons, Behle & Latimer, 2018:

“Public Law 103-23 amended the SRHA in 1993 to include specific procedures 
for locating mineral claims on split estate lands patented under the SRHA. The 
mineral owner must show due regard for the interests of the surface estate 
owner and occupy only those portions of the surface that are reasonably 
necessary to develop the mineral estate. This amendment requires notification 
of the surface owner before their land is entered, but the landowner still has no 
right to prevent entry or stop mining from taking place on the property.”
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➢To conclude; returning to the “Nevada Mining Claim Listings” map, we can click 

in the middle of the section or select and view the records to see that Pershing 

Gold Corp. has valid claims staked on this split estate.
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Let's set the stage
➢Question: Do I have 100% of the mineral rights on the 

following claims (which turned out to be patents)?

➢Royal Peacock Black I

➢Royal Peacock Black II

➢T45N R26E S003 & 004

➢Humboldt County

➢Let's go to the “Mining Claims Listings” map to see where the 

claims are.
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➢Navigating to the are of interest, and reviewing the land status, it becomes 

quickly obvious that in the section we are interested in (Section 4) there aren’t 

any private parcels listed.  

➢We need to review the MTP to verify land status.
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➢Click towards the center of the section to generate the popup that will give us 

the link to the MTP’s and click on the “Click Here”. 64



➢Click on MTP to view the master title plat map.
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➢Let's zoom into section 4
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➢The first thing we can note is that there is 

a private parcel with the Mineral Survey 

number listed within (MS 4984), this 

could be the claims we are looking for.

➢A couple other things to notice is the 

serial number associated with that parcel 

(27-92-0050) and the D/C beneath it.  

Referring to the BLM’s Glossary, the D/C 

refers to ditches and canals.  We will 

come back to this.

➢This is an unsurveyed section, as noted 

by the hatched lines pointing inward 

towards the unsurveyed area.

➢And the 1605, this is the acreage of the 

section.  If the section is anything other 

than 640 acres, the acreage will be noted 

near the section number.

➢Let's look at the HI for more information.

Hatching on 

unsurveyed side 

when surveyed 

and unsurveyed

lands are 

contiguous.
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➢Click on HI to generate the Historical Index
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We are looking for any records that have to do with 

section 4.  The first occurrence is outlined in red.  It 

pertains to all of section four.  Portions of section 26 

were included in the Executive Order (EO) which was 

a Withdrawal (WDL) in Aid of Legislation.  The EO 

number was 4387 which was passed 03/05/1926, but 

it was Revoked (REV) by a Public Land Order (PLO) 

effective 3/4/1963 who’s BLM serial number for the 

1926 EO is NEV 054564 we will see this later.  Let's 

look at the next page.
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The next occurrence of section 4 is outlined in red.  It 

pertains to all of section four.  Portions of section 26 

were included in the Public Land Order (PLO) number 

2960 effective 3/4/1963 who’s BLM serial number is 

NEV 044972, we will come back to this later.  Let's 

look at the next page.
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The next occurrence of section 4 is outlined in red.  It pertains to 41.322 acres of section 4 and some of 

section 3 is involved as well.  The first record says that a Final Certificate (F.C.) was issued for Serial 

Number 47411 on 03/14/1989.  A final certificate is a document which evidences that an entryman is 

entitled to a patented provided that no irregularities are found in connection with his entry.

The next entry is the Mineral Entry Patent (ME Pat), which is under Mineral Survey 4984 (MS 4984), with 

a serial or accession number of 27-92-0050, that was issued on 08/21/1992.  The BLM serial number is 

N 47411 and includes the Royal Peacock Black 1 and Royal Peacock Black 11 patented mining claims.  

This is when the land was transferred into private ownership.
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➢So again, from this screen we will select “GLO (General Land Office) 

records”.
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You can run 

individual 

searches if 

you click on 

the links 

listed on the 

right, but we 

will scroll 

down to use 

a tool that 

automatically 

searches 

them all!
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➢We will use the “Land Catalog” so if we click on the link.
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➢We are redirected to this screen.  Enter the State, then Township and 

Range, Then select the section you want to research.
45N 26E

445N 26E
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➢The map zooms to the area we are interested in.

➢I would like to walk through this in chronological order.  We could look under 
status OR under CDI.  We are going to look at the CDI’s as they can sometimes 
be easier to read then having to decipher the BLM coding.

➢Click on CDI
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➢We will select the 1926 Executive Order
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➢Select CDI Image 78



➢And here is the Executive 

Order Initially Withdrawing the 

Lands with all the PLSS 

descriptions of the affected 

lands.

➢Now let's go look at the 

revocation of this EO.
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➢Select the 1963 PLO 80



➢Select CDI Image 81



➢Either view the document in the viewer or download the PDF. 82



➢Here is the document 
revoking EO 4387, which 
opens mineral entry 
back up in the section 
we are researching.

➢So, when were the two 
claims we are interested 
in get staked?  We know 
they eventually get 
patented, but when were 
they staked and by who?

➢For this information we 
need to return to our 
open data site and look 
at the historic mining 
claims.

➢Leave the Land Catalog 
window open, we will 
return to it.
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➢Click on the “Nevada Claims, Notices & POO” page
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➢Click on the “Click Here” to view interactive map on a mobile device.
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➢Enter the township, range and section into the search bar and press 

enter to zoom to the research area, then turn on the “Historic Mining 

Claims” for the county of interest.  In this case it is Humboldt County. 86



➢Use the select widget to select the mining claims in sections three 

and four then click on the three dots beside the Humboldt County 

Historic Mining Claims Listings and select “View in Attribute Table”. 87



➢You can sort the table by field.  I sorted by claim name, since I know the names of the claims 

I am looking for.  Scrolling down I come to the claims of interest.  I see they were located on 

10/9/1980.

➢We will select only these two claims and scroll over to the right-hand side of the screen.
88



➢I want to view all the information on the claims under this serial number 

so I will copy the URL from “LeadFileNumber” field corresponding with 

these claims. 89



➢Paste the copied URL into a browser to generate the MC Serial Register Page.

➢Since we are using the lead file number, we need to set the “Lead File Number” to 
yes then select apply.  

➢The report will appear.

1

2
3
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Here is the 

report from the 

BLM on this 

claim.  We can 

see the Royal 

Peacock Blk 1 

was located on 

10/09/1980 by 

Donna and 

Harold 

Birtlebough.  It 

was patented 

on 08/21/1992, 

and the BLM 

serial number 

for that case is 

NVN 47411
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Here’s the 

report for 

Royal Peacock 

Blk 11

Let's go back 

to the land 

catalog and 

look at the 

patent.
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➢From the land catalog select patents

➢We can see the accession number matches the number we noted way back 

when we looked at the HI

➢Click on the link under accession.
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➢We are taken here.  Notice that there are some US reservations.  

Let's see what they are.

➢Click on Patent Image
94



➢You can either view the document here or download the PDF. 95



Here is the patent 
document which states 
the reservations, which 

is a right-of-way for 
ditches or canals, 

remember the “D/C” on 
the MTP?

Let's finish this 
example by first 

reviewing the last two 
tabs in the Land 

Catalog, then looking at 
the Mineral Survey Map 
of the Claims, and then 

looking at the county 
documents regarding 

these claims.

Back to the Land 
Catalog
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➢So, under the Case Recordation Tab are links to Serial Register 

Pages hosted in LR2000.

➢If we click on the link, we will be redirected to the report.
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➢ You can however generate the report using the following form and 047411 serial number we have 

documented for this patent.

➢ If the serial number starts with an N the prefix needs to be “0”.
98



➢In either case you will 

end up at this report, 

which has lots of the 

data we have ran into 

already.

942 = Ditches and Canals
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➢Just a quick refresher on how to look at the patented claims themselves.  

➢From the Land Records Search Page select “Special Surveys”.
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➢Enter the Mineral Survey Number we noted from the MTP, HI, and the Patent 

document.

➢Click on the link to the mineral survey. 101



➢And here is the Mineral Survey for the two patented mining claims of interest.
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➢Since these claims 

are so young, it is 

likely that any 

documents relating 

to them will be 

online.  

➢We know the names 

of the people who 

patented them, so 

let's head to the 

assessor's office in 

Humboldt County.

➢Back on the Nevada 

Mining Claims 

Listings Map we click 

on the county to 

generate the pop up 

with the link to the 

Humboldt County 

Assessor’s Page.
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➢Click on real 

property to be 

taken to the 

search form.

➢Where it says 

owner name 

enter 

Birdlebouhg then 

select search.
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➢And up come two listings for the two claims we are interested in.

➢If we click on one of the entries, we will be taken to a more detailed report.
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➢And in the detailed report there is a link to the document history.

➢ If we click on the link another screen will appear showing document numbers which you 

can use to look up files from the recorders online database.  Luckily, there are only two 

numbers for this parcel, the same is true if we look at the other claim. 
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➢Back on the “Nevada 

Mining Claims 

Listings” map we 

click on the county to 

generate the pop up 

with the link to the 

Humboldt County 

Recorders Page.
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➢We will click on the “Online Index Search” on the left-hand side of the screen.
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➢Enter the document numbers from the previous assessor's information into the “Search by 

Document Number”
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➢And here is the document details.

➢Click on the PDF to view the image
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And here is the patent 

document again.

Since there are no more 

documents, and the claims 

are still under their name it 

is reasonably safe to 

assume they retain all of 

the mineral rights.
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If in doubt…get a land man!!!!!!
▪ Nevada Landsmen's Association

▪ www.nvlandman.org
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http://www.nvlandman.org/

